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Receive a FREE i-am-america 3-notecard set with
the purchase of any Linda Alexander book or booklet.
Linda also sells her prints as matted and/or matted and
framed artwork, and in a variety of notecard sets.
E-mail Linda at peachy2@prodigy.net to find out more
about her books, available at booksellers everywhere,
and get your FREE notecards!
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and everything can happen in Linda’s world.
It does, and she writes about it. It’s her
challenge, to herself & to her readers, to
just ignore stereotypes, sidestep

i-am-america
BOOKS & ARTS

people in it. Everyone has a story. Anything

Linda Alexander
P. O. Box 4054
Frederick, MD 21705-4054
202-251-6823

understand . . . the world around her and

http://www.lindajalexander.net
http://www.authorsden.com/
lindajalexander

writes for one reason only — to try and

peachy2@prodigy.net

Non-fiction or fiction, Linda Alexander

Linda
Alexander

generalizations, and, finally, to hopefully
accept that which is different from what is
known and easily understood. All her stories

Life’s a beach . . . and then you go
surfing forever. Might as well live a lot
of good stories along the way.

are about people, first and foremost. Some
have really lived. Some live through her

— Linda Alexander

imagination. Every one of them is
flesh-and-blood. How often have you looked
at someone and wondered about the life
that person lived? Linda stopped wondering
and began asking a lot of questions.
Through conversations, research, and, well,
yes, imagination, Linda takes you on a
memorable ride through life . . . each and
every time you read one of her books. Surf

SOLD!!
Ask me about —

Reluctant Witness:
Robert Taylor, Hollywood,
& Politics

through the pages of a Linda Alexander
book. Challenge yourself to understand.

Hollywood & Politics:
Got an opinion??
http://hollywoodpolitics-network.ryze.com/

Weekends In New England
Ex-nun Hannah Jergen married the first
man to look at her. Denny Lorenzo, an
internationally-famous Jewish singer, is in
a crumbling marriage to an overbearing
publicity hound. Guilt-ridden flashbacks
over a car accident that left his wife with
amnesia are the only reasons he hasn't left
her.
Denny's performance schedule takes him
to Boston, Hannah's hometown, and
sparks fly. How can such opposites fall in
love without changing the world, theirs
and that of those around them? They can't.
Unable to shed their miserable marriages,
Hannah and Denny are equally unable to
deny their growing attraction. Through
undercover meetings facilitated by
Hannah's faithful friend, Donna, their
emotional attachment becomes dangerous
after accidents and mysterious illnesses
befall them. When a seriously-injured
Hannah is kidnapped and held for a sick
ransom, Denny's life for hers, worlds
collide in a shocking confrontation.
It all started during those weekends in
New England. . . .

Dorothy From Kansas Meets
the Wizard of X
What if the tornado dropped
Dorothy not into Oz, but onto
the shooting set of an
X-rated film?
This book
tells of an
odd
camaraderie
between a porn
icon and
freelance
writer. The
storyteller’s
curiosity took
her on a
journey into a
sexual world
about which
she knew nothing. She, an
awakening "Dorothy," and Eric
Edwards, a celebrated adult
film star since 1969 in his
own "Oz," were an unlikely
pair but through interviews
and day-to-day living they
became friends, protective of
each other.
This non-pornographic look
behind the X-rated camera
includes voices of industry
insiders to offer a nonjudgmental look into the most
mysterious, misunderstood
faction of film entertainment.

ISBN: 0-9748962-5-X,
fiction, 280 pgs, 6 x 9,
Behler Publications,
$15.95 retail, $12 from author; $3 S&H

ISBN: 1413702724, non-fiction, 271 pages, 6 x 9,
PublishAmerica, $21.95 retail; $17 from author,
$3 S&H

Until Next Time
Perry Conners, Arizona
tycoon and soon-to-be
politician, can't sleep or
make love anymore, and
he's losing all sense of
reality. Is it the Devil's fault?
Most people walk life's tightrope between pure good and
unadulterated evil, never
finding their way into either extreme. Perry
Conners, a successful businessman being
groomed for politics, is one of these "middle-liners"
until Evil Personified--in the form of a woman using
sex as her tool--methodically steals his every
sleeping, and waking, moment, taking him beyond
reason, dignity, even self. A fight for his soul is
waged and he is literally the battlefield. Which will
win this struggle? Good or Evil? It's just a matter of
time.
ISBN: 159129679X, fiction, 243 pages, 6 x 9, PublishAmerica, $19.95
retail, $15 from author; $3 S&H

The Unpromised Land
This book tells the true story of a Messianic Jewish couple, Gary
and Shirley Beresford, and their struggle to attain Israeli citizenship, to live in the Promised Land, legally in the eyes of Israel, as
well as in the eyes of God. Israel’s Law of Return, however, forbids
legal residence for them as Messianic Jews — Jews who believe in
Christ as the Messiah.
ISBN: 1880226561, non-fiction 208
pages, 5 X 8.5; Messianic Jewish Publishers, $10.99 retail,, $7 from author;
$3 S&H

